
COG ALTE1631 - A Randomized Web-based Physical Activity Intervention
among Children and Adolescents with Cancer
Status: Recruiting

Eligibility Criteria
Sex: Male or Female
Age Group: Up to 18 years old
This study is NOT accepting healthy
volunteers

Inclusion Criteria:

- between 8 and 16 years old - diagnosed with cancer that is now in remission (ICD-0 histologic behavior code of 2

•carcinoma in situ or 3

•malignant only) - completed treatment within the past 12 months - able to walk and do self care with some assistance - report less than 420 minutes of moderate to
vigorous physical activity over the last week - child and at least one parent/guardian are able to read and write English, Spanish, or French - eligibility will be assessed at
first study visit - contact study team with any questions

Exclusion Criteria:

- previous hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant (HSCT) - significant additional medical, mental health, or social issue that would compromise safety, participating in the
study or follow-up - pregnant or unwilling to use effective birth control for the time of the study (abstinence included) - cognitive, motor, visual, or auditory problem that
prevents use of a computer

Conditions & Interventions
Interventions:
Other: Educational Intervention, Other: Internet-Based Intervention, Other: Internet-Based Intervention, Other: Laboratory Biomarker Analysis, Device: Medical Device
Usage and Evaluation, Other: Quality-of-Life Assessment, Other: Questionnaire Administration
Conditions:
Cancer, Cancer, Children's Health
Keywords:
Cancer Survivors, Cancer Survivors, Childhood cancer

More Information
Description: Regular participation in physical activity helps maintain a healthy weight, improves energy levels and overall health. Children and teenagers who have
received treatment for cancer are often less active, may gain weight and have more health problems as compared to children and teenagers who have not received
treatment for cancer. This study looks at physical activity and its effect on your health. This study will use a variety of interventions to see if they affect how active you are
over time.
Study Contact: Sharon Hwee - hweex001@umn.edu
Principal Investigator: Lucie Turcotte
Phase: Phase 3
IRB
Number:  SITE00000385

Thank you for choosing StudyFinder. Please visit http://studyfinder.umn.edu to find a Study which is right for you and contact sfinder@umn.edu if you have questions or
need assistance.
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